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ABSTRACT
With the availability of parallaxes provided by the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution, it is possible to construct the
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) of barium and related stars with unprecedented accuracy. A direct result from the
derived HRD is that subgiant CH stars occupy the same region as barium dwarfs, contrary to what their designations
imply. By comparing the position of barium stars in the HRD with STAREVOL evolutionary tracks, it is possible to
evaluate their masses, provided the metallicity is known. We used an average metallicity [Fe/H] = −0.25 and derived the
mass distribution of barium giants. The distribution peaks around 2.5 M with a tail at higher masses up to 4.5 M.
This peak is also seen in the mass distribution of a sample of normal K and M giants used for comparison and is
associated with stars located in the red clump. When we compare these mass distributions, we see a deficit of low-mass
(1 – 2 M) barium giants. This is probably because low-mass stars reach large radii at the tip of the red giant branch,
which may have resulted in an early binary interaction. Among barium giants, the high-mass tail is however dominated
by stars with barium indices of less than unity, based on a visual inspection of the barium spectral line; that is, these
stars have a very moderate barium line strength. We believe that these stars are not genuine barium giants, but rather
bright giants, or supergiants, where the barium lines are strengthened because of a positive luminosity effect. Moreover,
contrary to previous claims, we do not see differences between the mass distributions of mild and strong barium giants.
Key words. Stars: binaries – Stars: late-type – Stars: chemically peculiar
1. Introduction
Barium (Ba) giants are a class of G- and K-type giants with
strong spectral lines of elements, such as barium or stron-
tium, produced by the slow neutron capture (s-) process of
nucleosynthesis (Käppeler et al. 2011). Although the class
was already defined in 1951 (Bidelman & Keenan 1951), it
was not until 1980 (McClure et al. 1980) that the origin of
the observed overabundances was understood as the result
of mass transfer in a binary system. The polluting heavy el-
ements were formerly produced within an asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) companion, which is now a very faint white
dwarf (WD) that cannot be directly observed in most cases.
Although they have been less intensively studied, bar-
ium stars are also found in the main sequence (i.e. barium
dwarfs, dBa; Jorissen & Boffin 1992; North et al. 2000). Ad-
ditionally, closely related to Ba stars, CH stars are their low
metallicity counterparts. The latter have similar enhance-
ment of s-process elements and strong CH molecular bands,
but weaker lines of other metals (Keenan 1942).
The exact mode of mass transfer responsible for the for-
mation of these families of polluted binaries remains uncer-
tain. Many systems have orbital periods in a range (form
? Table A.1 is only available in electronic form at the CDS
via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/
100 to 1000 days) that cannot be accounted for by simple
models of orbital evolution (Pols et al. 2003; Izzard et al.
2010, and references therein). Nevertheless, the white-dwarf
nature of the companion is beyond doubt, thanks to the
analysis of the orbital mass functions performed by Web-
bink (1988), McClure & Woodsworth (1990), and Van der
Swaelmen et al. (2017). The latter analysis reveals a mass
distribution for the WD companion which peaks around
0.6 M, in accordance with the expectation. However, the
exact value of the derived WD mass depends upon the mass
of the primary star (the barium star), which is difficult to
derive with a good accuracy.
The mass of barium stars may be derived from their lo-
cation in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) and from
a comparison with evolutionary tracks. Mennessier et al.
(1997) used a Bayesian method to infer barium star masses,
based on a HRD constructed from Hipparcos parallaxes.
These authors concluded that mild and strong barium stars
have somewhat different mass distributions, which are char-
acterized by masses in the range 2.5 – 4.5 M and 1 – 3 M,
respectively. The distinction between mild and strong bar-
ium stars is made on the Ba index introduced by Warner
(1965). The index reflects the strength of the barium spec-
tral lines, based on visual inspection, on a scale from Ba1
to Ba5, where Ba5 corresponds to the strongest lines. In
this and our past studies, we associate Ba1 - Ba2 indices
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Fig. 1. Parallax and its error for the sample of Ba and related
stars studied in this paper that were part of TGAS. The red line
represents the threshold $/σ($) = 3. Only stars to the right of
the line are considered for inclusion in the HRD.
with mild barium stars and Ba3 - Ba5 indices with strong
barium stars. The catalogue of barium stars by Lü (1991)
introduces many barium stars with a Ba index smaller than
one, which we denote as Ba0. These targets deserve special
attention as they may turn out not to be barium stars.
Thanks to the recent data release (DR1; Gaia Collabo-
ration et al. 2016a) of the more accurate parallaxes provided
by the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS; Michalik
et al. 2015; Lindegren et al. 2016), it is possible to locate
barium stars in the HRD with a much better accuracy than
with the Hipparcos data. Stellar models still suffer from
large uncertainties, but the Gaia mission (Gaia Collabora-
tion et al. 2016b) will mark a significant step forward for
the derivation of barium star masses.
The relation between the location of barium stars in the
HRD and the orbital parameters also provides valuable in-
sights into the binary interaction processes at play in these
systems. For instance, one may expect that for barium stars
located in the red clump, the distribution of orbital peri-
ods exhibits a higher lower limit caused by the large radii
reached by the star at the tip of the red giant branch (RGB).
One may also expect that short-period systems for which
the red giant has gone through the RGB tip, show smaller
or null eccentricities due to tidal circularization along the
RGB.
The paper is organized as follows: The sample is de-
scribed in Sect. 2 and the HRD of barium stars and related
systems is then constructed in Sect. 3. We discuss the re-
sulting mass distribution of barium giants in Sect. 4 and
we investigate the possible relationship between location in
the HRD and orbital period in Sect. 5.
2. The sample
The sample was constructed by selecting targets with
Tycho-2 identifiers (Høg et al. 2000) in the barium star
lists of Lü et al. (1983) and Lü (1991), in the list of CH
and related stars of Bartkevic˜ius (1996), and in the list of
dwarf barium stars of North et al. (1994) and Edvardsson
Fig. 2. V magnitude distribution of our stellar sample accord-
ing to the presence or absence of the star in the TGAS catalogue.
et al. (1993). The sample of (dwarf and giant) barium, CH
and related stars with a Tycho-2 identifier amounts to 546
entries. The TGAS catalogue (Lindegren et al. 2016) pro-
vides a parallax value for 400 of them. We removed from
the Bartkevic˜ius (1996) list 11 high proper motion dwarf
stars, labelled PM* in the SIMBAD database (Wenger et al.
2000), for which we could not find any confirmation that
they are either carbon or barium stars (e.g. HD 208998,
neither a carbon star nor a Ba star according to Bensby &
Feltzing 2006; Bond et al. 2008). The list of stars removed
for that reason includes HD 11397, HD 15206, HD 24508,
HD 89668, HD 108564, HD 145417, HD 153075, HD 154276,
HD 161612, HD 164922, and HD 208998.
Fig. 1 shows in logarithm scale the relation between the
parallax ($) and its error (σ($)) for the TGAS targets.
The red line represents the limit where $/σ($) ≥ 3, which
was used as precision condition. Among the initial 389 bar-
ium and related stars with a TGAS parallax, after removing
the 11 high proper motion stars, only 52 (13%) had to be
rejected because they do not fulfil the precision criterion.
Since this rejection rate is small, and since the analysis of
these data do not significantly affect any statistical prop-
erty of the sample, such as its average luminosity, there is
no need to investigate how this rejection rate could bias
the results. Nine more targets were excluded because their
position within the Galaxy made it difficult to constrain
the interstellar extinction on the line of sight, which, as ex-
plained below, prevents a reliable derivation of the stellar
effective temperature.
When the TGAS parallax was not available, we used
the Hipparcos value (ESA 1997), always imposing the con-
dition that $/σ($) exceeds 3. Additionally, for 21 con-
firmed astrometric binaries, we used the parallax rederived
by Pourbaix & Jorissen (2000) instead of the TGAS (avail-
able for 15 of them) or Hipparcos values. The reason to do
this for the astrometric binaries is that the TGAS paral-
lax, obtained by applying a single star solution, is possibly
disturbed by the orbital motion. The possible presence of
astrometric binaries in the sample is discussed at the end
of the present section. This results in 103 entries from Hip-
parcos and 313 from TGAS, in addition to the 21 astromet-
ric binaries. Our final sample thus contains 437 entries. Of
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Fig. 3. Error ellipse resulting from fitting the SED of HD
183915, revealing the strong correlation between Teff and EB−V.
The red cross identifies the best fit, predicting EB−V = 0.203
whereas the selective extinction derived from Gontcharov (2012)
for that star is EB−V = 0.225 (leading to AV = 0.70).
these, 77% are barium giants while the other samples are
much smaller; i.e. 10% of the stars are barium dwarfs, 5%
are CH giants, 5% are carbon stars, and the remaining 3%
are CH subgiants.
As shown in Fig. 2, the major cause for a star not to
be included in the TGAS catalogue is because it is brighter
than V ∼ 6.5. A small fraction of fainter stars are missing
as well. In an attempt to identify whether their absence
in TGAS could be related to their astrometric binary na-
ture, stars with a missing TGAS parallax and a known or-
bital period (see Jorissen et al. 2017, in preparation) were
collected in Table 1. In that Table, stars are ordered by
increasing a1/$ (seventh column), the ratio between the
angular semi-major axis of the astrometric orbit of the pri-
mary component around the centre of mass of the system
and the parallax. This ratio may be estimated from Eq. (13)
of Pourbaix & Jorissen (2000), which depends only on the
masses and the orbital period
a1
$
= P 2/3
M2
(M1 +M2)2/3
, (1)
where a1/$ is in AU, P is expressed in years and masses
in M. This quantity corresponds in fact to the semi-major
axis of the absolute orbit of the primary component. In
case the astrometric orbit was detected from the Hipparcos
data (Pourbaix & Jorissen 2000), the values listed in the
seventh column of Table 1 are the observed values, which
correspond to the orbit of the photocentre of the system
around its centre of mass. However, since the cases consid-
ered here correspond to a WD companion, the photocentric
orbit is identical to that of the primary component. If the
astrometric orbit is not seen in the Hipparcos data, the ra-
tio a1/$ is estimated from Eq. 1 by adoptingM1 = 2.5 M
andM2 = 0.62 M, along with the observed orbital period.
A high a1/$ value means that the binary motion with
respect to the parallactic motion is large. If, in addition, the
orbital period is close to 1 yr, the parallactic and binary mo-
tions are difficult to disentangle (Pourbaix & Jorissen 2000).
This could be a possible cause for the absence of a star in
Fig. 4. Metallicity distribution of the barium and related stars
with a value of [Fe/H] available in the literature.
the TGAS catalogue. However, this is not observed because
the fainter stars with high a1/$ values absent from TGAS
often have orbital periods much longer than 1 yr. Moreover,
several systems with similarly high a1/$ ratios (Pourbaix
& Jorissen 2000) do have TGAS parallaxes (like HD 50264,
HD 87080, HD 107574...). Another possible cause for the
absence of a star in the TGAS catalogue could be its colour,
as very red and very blue stars were excluded (Gaia Collab-
oration et al. 2016a). The identification of the exact reason
for the absence of several faint barium and related stars
has to await the availability of the next data releases when
quality flags of the astrometric solution become available.
3. Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
3.1. Atmospheric parameters
The atmospheric parameters of barium and related stars
were derived by modelling the spectral energy distribu-
tion (SED) obtained by collecting magnitudes listed in the
Simbad database (Wenger et al. 2000). The best-fitting
MARCS model (Gustafsson et al. 2008) was determined
from a parameter-grid search using a χ2 minimization
method (see Degroote et al. 2011 for details). The stellar
temperature was then assigned from the best-fitting model
and the luminosity was obtained by integrating the SED
over all wavelengths spanned by the model, and applying
the distance modulus derived from the parallax. The er-
ror bar on the luminosity is propagated from the parallax
uncertainty and is thus asymmetric. The error on the tem-
perature is the 1-sigma error enclosing 67% of the model
fits (see Fig. 3).
The reddening EB−V was initially left free during the
fitting process. Its best value was estimated by looking for
the amount of reddening to be applied to the MARCS mod-
els to match the observed magnitudes. A value of 3.1 was
used for the ratio of the total to the selective extinction
R = AV /EB−V (Weingartner & Draine 2001), from which
AV is derived. It turned out that the temperature and ex-
tinction derived in this manner are strongly correlated, as
shown in Fig. 3.
In a second run, the extinction was fixed at the value
computed by Gontcharov (2012), in his three-dimensional
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Table 1. Barium stars not listed in the TGAS catalogue, and with a known orbital period (P ), ordered by increasing a1/$
values. G is the Gaia magnitude and Ks is from the 2MASS survey (Skrutskie et al. 2006), $ is from the Hipparcos catalogue
(ESA 1997) or from Pourbaix & Jorissen (2000) when available (PJ in column ’Rem.’). An asterisk in the ’Rem.’ column means
that the Hipparcos parallax was used to locate the star in the HRD. Column a1/$ is obtained from Pourbaix & Jorissen (2000)
or from Eq. 1 for astrometric orbits not detected in the Hipparcos data.
HD/BD TYC V G G−Ks $(HIP) (mas) a1/$ (AU) P (d) Rem
Ba strong
121447 6140-641-1 7.80 7.13 2.98 2.2± 1.0 0.2 186
46407 5369-220-1 6.24 - - 6.6+1.3−1.1 0.3 457 PJ,*
92626 8201-1209-1 7.09 6.67 2.25 6.6+0.9−0.6 0.5 918 PJ,*
NGC 2420 250 1373-1426-1 11.14 11.01 2.37 - 0.7 1404
101013 3454-2188-1 6.12 - - 7.1+0.7−0.6 0.8 1711 PJ,*
+38 118 2797-46-1 8.86 8.32 2.76 - 1.4 3877
Ba mild
77247 3805-1493-1 6.86 6.54 1.89 2.9± 1.0 0.1 80 *
218356 2239-1475-1 4.54 - - 6.1± 0.7 0.1 111 *
288174 119-1058-1 9.02 - - 2.9± 1.3 0.8 1818
204075 6372-1278-1 3.74 - - 8.6+1.1−1.0 1.0 2378 PJ,*
131670 4999-334-1 8.01 7.62 2.31 2.3± 1.2 1.2 2930
139195 933-1240-1 5.26 - - 13.9± 0.7 1.7 5324 *
53199 761-980-1 9.07 8.79 1.79 3.7± 1.3 2.3 8300 *
51959 4813-1015-1 8.92 8.61 2.07 6.5± 1.3 2.5 9488 *
104979 866-1180-1 4.12 - - 19.1± 0.8 3.3 13940 *
98839 3015-2321-1 5.03 - - 6.6± 0.6 3.7 16419 *
119185 5552-1079-1 8.91 8.57 2.02 3.9± 1.1 4.1 19467 *
Ba dwarf
89948 6631-715-1 7.55 7.31 1.12 23.4± 0.9 0.7 667.8 PJ,*
76225 6580-2586-1 9.20 - - 3.4± 1.1 1.0 2411 *
98991 6088-2156-1 5.09 - - 22.0± 0.8 1.1 2834 *
221531 5832-970-1 8.36 8.21 0.98 9.6+1.4−1.3 1.2 1416 PJ,*
95241 3012-2522-1 6.03 - - 22.0± 0.8 1.8 5448 *
map of the extinction within the nearest kiloparsec. The
location of the target in the Galaxy was computed from
its galactic coordinates and its parallax. The resulting Teff
and EB−V values were often found to fall at the lower edge
of the 1σ ellipse error. We decided to let EB−V vary freely
between 0 and Gontcharov’s value plus 0.07 mag, which is
the 1σ error bar suggested in their paper.
Another parameter that has an impact on the determi-
nation of the stellar parameters is the metallicity. As they
are difficult to constrain by fitting SEDs, metallicities of
barium and related stars were collected from the literature
and their distribution is presented in Fig. 4. The barium-
giant distribution peaks at [Fe/H] ∼ −0.14 with a standard
deviation of 0.2. de Castro et al. (2016) determined the
metallicity of 182 Ba giants and obtained a similar mean
value of [Fe/H]∼ − 0.12± 0.14. As expected, CH stars have
lower metallicities, and it seems that barium dwarfs may be
slightly more metal poor than barium giants as well, but the
dwarf sample is much smaller. We decided to use MARCS
models with fixed [Fe/H] = −0.25 to determine the stellar
parameters. To evaluate the impact of the metallicity on
the derived parameters, two more SED fits have been car-
ried out: one imposing a solar metallicity and another one
imposing [Fe/H] = −0.5. The resulting Teff and luminosi-
ties of the limiting cases are presented in Fig. 5, and reveal
that the uncertainty introduced on the stellar parameters
by the metallicity of the best-fitting MARCS model is neg-
ligible. The impact of the metallicity on the stellar tracks
and hence on the derived mass is of course much larger and
is discussed in Sect. 4.
Finally, in order to evaluate our method, we include
(Fig. 6) a comparison of the effective temperatures, which
we obtained for the Ba giants with the SED fitting method
with temperatures for the same stars determined from high-
resolution spectra. We collected the latter values from the
PASTEL catalogue (Soubiran et al. 2016). Fig. 6 shows that
most of the 102 Ba giants that we compare lie within the
± 200K uncertainty, indicated by the dashed red lines. All
the parameters described so far are listed in Table A.1.
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Fig. 5. Luminosity and Teff(and their 1σ error bar) derived
from SED fitting with models of solar metallicity and metallicity
[Fe/H]= −0.5.
Fig. 6. Effective temperatures obtained with the SED fit-
ting method compared with those obtained from high-resolution
spectra collected from the PASTEL catalogue (Soubiran et al.
2016). The dashed red lines indicate a ± 200 K uncertainty.
3.2. Input physics for the stellar grid calculations
To determine the fundamental parameters of our sample
stars from their location in the HR diagram, we computed
extended grids of stellar models covering the mass range
0.6 ≤ Mzams/M ≤ 6. All the models were evolved from
the pre-main sequence up to the end of the AGB phase
for stars of initial mass Mzams ≤ 4M and up to the oc-
currence of convergence problems in the higher mass tracks.
The models were computed with the STAREVOL code (Siess
et al. 2000; Siess & Arnould 2008) with the following in-
put physics. We used the radiative opacity tables of Igle-
sias & Rogers (1996) above 8000 K and of Ferguson et al.
(2005) at lower temperatures. We took the modifications
of the opacity due to the formation of H2, H2O, OH, C2,
CN, and CO molecules in the atmosphere of C-rich stars
(C/O>1) into account following the formulation of Marigo
(2002). The nuclear network includes 182 reactions coupling
55 species from H to Cl. The nuclear rates have been re-
cently updated with NACRE II compilation. We used the
mixing length theory to determine the temperature gradi-
ent in the convective regions with αMLT = 1.75 and adopt
the Schwarzschild criterion. For the mass loss rate, we con-
sidered the Schröder & Cuntz (2007) prescription up to the
beginning of the AGB phase and then switched to the Vas-
siliadis & Wood (1993) formulation. We also included some
overshooting at the base of the convective envelope, follow-
ing the exponential decay expression of Herwig et al. (1997)
with fover = 0.1. Finally we used a grey atmosphere surface
boundary condition.
3.3. Discussion
Fig. 7 shows the Ba and related star sample in the HRD
with parameters obtained as described in Sect. 3.1, i.e.
leaving the extinction free (between 0. and Gontcharov’s
value), fixing the metallicity of the atmospheric models to
[Fe/H] = −0.25, and by restricting the sample to stars
with $/σ($) ≥ 3. We kept the original category (Ba gi-
ant, Ba dwarf, CH giant, or CH subgiant) given in the
queried catalogues for each star shown in Fig. 7. Typical
error bars are shown for two situations: a favourable case
with $/σ($) = 8 (left) and limiting case with $/σ($) = 3
(right). In the latter case, the asymmetric nature of the er-
rors on the luminosity starts to be noticeable, so that biases
are manifested (e.g. Luri & Arenou 1997). However, as ap-
parent on Fig. 1, the number of targets with $/σ($) < 3 is
not large, and a discussion on the effect of the biases does
not seem to be required here.
Evolutionary tracks for [Fe/H] = −0.25 have been su-
perimposed for models of masses 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and
6.0 M, as labelled. Fig. 8 shows the impact of metallicity
on the 2.0 M and 3.0 M tracks (blue and red tracks,
respectively). It appears that, for the RGB and the region
occupied by the red clump, the [Fe/H] = −0.5 track of
2.0 M covers the same region as the [Fe/H] = 0 track of
3.0 M, leading to a strong degeneracy in the mass determi-
nation of a given star, which can only be lifted by knowing
its metallicity.
Another important source of uncertainties is in the
physics of the evolutionary models. Figure 9 shows the dif-
ference among three sets of evolutionary tracks. The solid
black tracks were computed with STAREVOL as described
in Sect. 3.2 using the Asplund et al. (2009) solar composi-
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Fig. 7. Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for sample of barium and related stars labelled as in queried catalogues. Green crosses
indicate barium giants; pink squares indicate barium dwarfs; black dots indicate CH giants; and blue triangles indicate subgiant
CH stars. Typical error bars are shown over the legend for two situations: a favourable case (left: $/σ($) = 8), and limiting case
for $/σ($) = 3 (right). Stellar tracks from the STAREVOL code (Siess 2006) were overplotted for models of masses 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 M, as labelled and metallicity [Fe/H] = −0.25. The solid black tracks correspond to the post-main-sequence
evolution up to the tip of the RGB (low-mass stars) or to the onset of core He-burning (intermediate-mass stars), dotted blue
tracks correspond to core He-burning, and dashed red tracks to the early and thermally pulsing AGB (TP-AGB) phase.
tion corresponding to Z=0.0134. The dotted green lines
show the Geneva models from Ekström et al. (2012) for so-
lar composition as well, but with Z=0.014. Finally, the
dashed red tracks correspond to the tracks from Girardi
et al. (2000) for solar metallicity with Z=0.019. Apart
from the scatter at the zero-age main sequence caused by
the diverse solar metallicity values, varying descriptions of
convection, overshooting, rotation, mass loss, etc., lead to
uncertainties in the models in addition to our observational
uncertainties. However, comparing evolutionary models is
beyond the scope of this publication. Finally, barium stars
are post-mass-transfer objects which, while on the main se-
quence, accreted mass from an AGB companion. This effect,
which is not taken into account in the single-star evolution-
ary models that we use for comparison, could also affect
their evolution.
A first interesting result apparent in the HRD of Fig. 7
is that several stars previously classified as Ba giants need
to be reclassified as they are in fact dwarfs or subgiants.
These are listed in Table 2 and were selected from the
criterion L ≤ 10L.
We also report that most of subgiant CH stars (blue
triangles) populate the region of the HRD associated
with Ba dwarfs. Some of these stars, located around the
1.0 M track, seem to lie on the main sequence, contrary
to what is implied by their designation as subgiants. This
could have been guessed from the high gravities (log g ≥
4.0) inferred by Luck & Bond (1991) in their spectroscopic
analysis of subgiant CH stars. Other subgiant CH stars
seem to be genuine subgiants, but they fall amidst stars
classified as Ba dwarfs. The exact designation of these stars
depends on the evolutionary models used for comparison,
as the extension of the main sequence depends on the cho-
sen overshoot parameter and the consideration or not of
internal rotation. However, it seems clear that there is no
clear separation between Ba dwarfs and CH subgiants in
the HRD, so that these designations should not be taken
literally.
A strong concentration of barium-rich stars is also found
in the red clump, as is further discussed in Sect. 4.
4. Mass distribution
We determine the masses from a comparison with stel-
lar evolutionary tracks from the STAREVOL code. Three
different metallicities have been considered: [Fe/H]=
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Table 2. List of dwarf barium stars, not previously recognized as such, from the catalogues of Lü et al. (1983), Lü (1991), and
Bartkevic˜ius (1996).
Name TYC Ref. Rem.
HD 8270 8036-564-1 Lü (1991), dwarf nature confirmed
by Pereira (2005)
HD 13551 8851-37-1 Lü (1991), dwarf nature confirmed
by Pereira (2005)
HD 22589 4722-19-1 Lü (1991), dwarf nature confirmed
by Pereira (2005)
orbit available
CpD -44 5038 7735-447-1 Lü (1991)
BD -10 4311 5630-641-1 Lü (1991) orbit available
HD 197481 7457-641-1 Lü (1991)
CS 22180-0013 5279-303-1 Bartkevicius
HIP 19050 1814-348-1 Bartkevicius, classified as R
HD 175179 5123-323-1 Bartkevicius PM*, moderate en-
hancement (0.2 – 0.3 dex of Y and
Ba) (Bensby et al. 2014)
Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 with the 2.0 and 3.0 M (blue and
red, respectively) evolutionary tracks (not covering the AGB)
computed with [Fe/H] = 0.0 (left) and [Fe/H] = −0.5 (right). In
each panel the solid tracks correspond to the indicated metallic-
ity, which is also used to derive the atmospheric parameters of
the targets; the dashed tracks correspond to the other metallicity
([Fe/H] = −0.5 and 0.0 in the left and right panel, respectively).
−0.5,−0.25, and 0. To ensure self-consistency, when com-
paring the location of the target stars in the HRD with
these tracks, we use the stellar parameters derived from
the SED fit associated with the same metallicity (Sect. 3.1
and Table A.1).
To derive stellar masses, we use a statistical approach
that takes into account the time that a star spends at a
given location in the HRD. We first interpolated all the
evolutionary tracks using a constant time step of 10,000
yrs. This interpolation thus produces more points in a long-
lasting phase (such as the main sequence or the red clump).
This allows us to fill the HRD with many points (around
17×106), each characterized by a value for Te, L, and mass
mT,L; our method takes into account the mass lost by the
star when ascending the RGB. For a given star, with a
known temperature To and luminosity Lo, along with their
associated errors (σTo, σLo), we then estimate its mass,mo,
by computing a Gaussian average of the masses for all the
points located in a restricted neighbourhood around To, Lo.
Fig. 9. Comparison among STAREVOL (solid black lines),
Geneva (dotted green lines), and Padova (dashed red lines) evo-
lutionary tracks up to the beginning of the AGB phase.
More specifically, the mass of the star is given by
mo =
1
2piσToσLo
∑
Te
∑
L
m2T,L
ρT,L
e
− (Te−To)2
2σ2
To e
− (L−Lo)2
2σ2
Lo , (2)
where ρT,L is a normalization factor given by
ρT,L =
1
2piσToσLo
∑
Te
∑
L
mT,Le
− (Te−To)2
2σ2
To e
− (L−Lo)2
2σ2
Lo . (3)
We thereby derive the mass for all our objects, for the
three computed metallicities. The distribution for giant bar-
ium stars (thus excluding barium dwarfs, CH stars, and CH
subgiants) is shown in Fig. 10 to highlight the sensitivity
on the metallicity: if one adopts the solar metallicity for all
the targets, the mass distribution exhibits a modest peak
at 2.8 M, and this peak is superimposed on a broader dis-
tribution extending from 2.5 to 5.5 M. Adopting instead
a lower metallicity [Fe/H]= −0.5 for all targets, the peak of
the mass distribution is better marked and shifted towards
lower masses (2.3 M). As shown in Fig. 4, the metallic-
ity distribution of barium stars peaks at [Fe/H] ∼ −0.14.
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Fig. 10. Mass distribution for giant barium stars (thus exclud-
ing barium dwarfs, CH stars, and CH subgiants), from a com-
parison with the STAREVOL evolutionary tracks, for the three
metallicities [Fe/H] = 0, [Fe/H] = −0.25, and [Fe/H] = −0.5.
Adopting Teff ± σTeff and L ± σL, we determine the red (-)
and green (+) histograms. The vertical dashed line indicates
the peak of the [Fe/H] = −0.25 distribution.
Hence, we conclude that the mass distribution obtained by
adopting the average metallicity of -0.25 should be close to
reality. In that case, the distribution can be described by
two Gaussians: a main peak at 2.5 M with a standard de-
viation of 0.18 M and a broader tail at higher masses (up
to 4.5 M), which peaks at 3 M with a standard deviation
of 1 M.
4.1. Comparison with M- and K-type giants
We compare the mass distribution of barium giants with
the sample of 5952 K and 739 M giants from Famaey et al.
(2005). These authors performed a Bayesian classification
of this large sample into different kinematical groups, based
not only on their kinematics (Tycho-2 proper motions and
CORAVEL radial velocities; Høg et al. 2000; Baranne et al.
1979, respectively) but also on their luminosity, which is de-
rived from a Bayesian estimate based on the Hipparcos par-
allax. The B (‘Background’) group constitutes the smooth
velocity ellipsoid, whereas the Y (‘Young’) group exhibits
all signatures of young stars, i.e. small velocity dispersions
and scale height. The average metallicity of stars belong-
ing to the B group was estimated to be about −0.2 from
Fig. 15 of Famaey et al. (2005) and −0.12± 0.18 from Gi-
rardi & Salaris (2001) as quoted by Famaey et al. (2005).
The close match between the average metallicities of bar-
ium giants (Fig. 4) and the B group of comparison giants
is encouraging, since this match indicates that B group gi-
ants are an appropriate sample to compare with the barium
giants. To locate B-group giants in the HRD, it was neces-
sary to use various calibrations from Bessell et al. (1998),
notably (V −I, V −K) and (V −K, Teff) to convert Hippar-
Fig. 11. Distribution of a comparison sample of K and M giants
from Famaey et al. (2005) in the HRD. Data are presented as a
contour density plot. STAREVOL evolutionary tracks for stars
with initial masses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 M (from bottom to top)
and [Fe/H] = -0.25 are superimposed; white colours correspond
to Hertzsprung-gap and RGB evolution, green colours to core
He-burning, and red to AGB evolution. Stars from the Y group
correspond to the faint extension of the stellar density in the
regions covered by the 4, 5, and 6 M evolutionary tracks.
cos V − I indices into temperatures, and (V −K,BCK) to
convert visual absolute magnitudes into luminosities. The
resulting HRD is shown in Fig. 11 and indicates a strong
concentration of solar-metallicity stars with masses in the
range 2 – 3 Min the red clump.
4.2. Discussion
The derived mass distribution (Fig. 12) reveals that the
samples of field K and M and barium giants behave sim-
ilarly in terms of mass, except for a deficit of low-mass
stars (M <∼ 2.0 M, the exact threshold value depending
on metallicity) among barium stars. In the mass distribu-
tion of the comparison sample, the Y group populates the
high-mass tail, whereas the B group is associated with the
lower mass population, including the strong peak around
2.4 M with a standard deviation of 0.26 M (for [Fe/H]
= −0.25), where stars residing in the red clump accumu-
late. Van der Swaelmen et al. (2017) have also found a peak
around 2.3 M in the mass distribution of a sample of bi-
nary red giants in open clusters. The position of the peak
should therefore not be considered as a distinctive feature
of barium giants.
The deficit of low-mass giants (M <∼ 2.0 M) could,
however, be specific to Ba stars. One could think that it is
caused by the longer evolutionary timescales needed to form
a low-mass barium star whose companion could then also
be of low mass. However, this argument does not hold be-
cause a star with M & 1.3 M reaches the tip of the AGB
within 5 Gyr and has time to pollute its companion and
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 10 for the comparison sample of K and
M giants (solid red line) from Famaey et al. (2005). The hatched
histogram corresponds to barium stars.
form a low-mass Ba star of solar metallicity. Additionally,
low-mass Ba stars do not necessarily have low-mass com-
panions. Neither can we claim that the deficit of low-mass
barium stars is attributed to the absence of third dredge-up
in low-mass (M . 1.3 M) AGB stars (Karakas & Lugaro
2016) because evidence for s-process enrichment in stars
with such low masses has been suggested based on the anal-
ysis of post-AGB stars (De Smedt et al. 2015). The most
probable explanation for the deficit of low-mass Ba giants
is that they reached a large radius at the tip of the RGB,
resulting in a premature shrinkage of the orbit caused by a
unstable Roche-lobe overflow (unless they had a very long
orbital period). We elaborate on the method to determine
RRGBtip in Sect. 5.
Among the barium-star sample, the high-mass tail is
dominated by stars with a barium index, based on a visual
inspection of the strength of the barium lines in the spec-
trum, lower than unity (named Ba0 in this paper), i.e. with
a very moderate (if any) s-process enhancement (Fig. 13).
Some of these stars, which appeared in the second edi-
tion (1991) of the barium-star catalogue of Lü, could be
bright giants, or even supergiants, where the barium lines
are strengthened as a simple positive luminosity effect (i.e.
an increase of the line strength with increasing luminosity)
instead of being genuine barium stars.
Finally, we re-investigate the statement by Mennessier
et al. (1997) and Jorissen et al. (1998) that mild (Ba1-
Ba2) and strong (Ba3-Ba5) barium stars have somewhat
different mass distributions, as they are characterized by
masses in the range 2.5 – 4.5 M and 1 – 3 M, respectively.
As shown by Fig. 14, our analysis does not support this
claim, since the mass distributions of 164 mild and 50 strong
barium giants are undistinguishable under the assumption
that their average metallicities are similar. The maximum
absolute difference between the two distributions is 0.091,
which for an effective sample size of 38.3 (= 164× 50/214)
Fig. 13. Comparison of the mass distributions for 164 mild
(Ba1 – Ba2) and 110 very mild (Ba0) barium stars (red and
black curves, respectively) computed using evolutionary tracks
with [Fe/H] = −0.25. Very mild barium stars are defined as
having a Ba index smaller than 1 in the catalogue of Lü (1991).
Upper panel: Normalized histograms are shown. Lower panel:
Cumulative frequency distributions are shown with the maxi-
mum absolute difference between these distributions amount-
ing to 0.168, corresponding to a first-kind error of 13% when
rejecting the null hypothesis of identical distributions in a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with an effective sample size of 48.2
[= 164× 110/(164 + 110)].
corresponds to a very large first-kind error of 91% for the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
5. Location in the HRD and orbital period
Fig. 15 is a first attempt to correlate the location of a binary
system in the HRD with its orbital period. We only include
barium star systems for which the orbital period is known,
and make the size of the symbols proportional to this value.
We use the periods determined by Jorissen et al. (1998)
and Jorissen et al. (in preparation) for the giants (see also
Table A.1) and Escorza et al. (in preparation) for the main
sequence and subgiant stars. We still keep the original labels
they had in the queried catalogues and in Fig. 7.
There seems to be a tendency for larger orbital peri-
ods in the red clump, as compared to systems lying below
(i.e. with luminosities from the main sequence up to the red
clump). In an attempt to quantify this effect, the sample
has been split into two subsamples: one with L/L ≤ 25
(logL/L ≤ 1.4) and the other with 25 < L/L ≤ 160
(1.5 < logL/L ≤ 2.2). The first sample comprises main-
sequence and subgiant stars whose current primary compo-
nents never evolved up the RGB. The second sample, how-
ever, comprises systems in the red clump after their passage
through the RGB tip, at least for systems with low-mass
primaries, and a few less evolved objects, which happen to
cross the red clump on their way to the RGB tip. Given the
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the mass distributions for mild and
strong barium stars (red and black curves, respectively) com-
puted from evolutionary tracks for [Fe/H] = −0.25. Upper panel:
Normalized histograms are shown. Lower panel: Cumulative fre-
quency distributions with the maximum absolute difference be-
tween them amounting to 0.091.
Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 7, but with the symbol size proportional
to the orbital period.
large radius reached at the RGB tip (see below), one may
suspect that in the shorter period systems the giant filled
its Roche lobe, and possibly evolved through a common-
envelope stage into a cataclysmic variable or even a coa-
lesced pair. Fig. 16 confirms that very few systems (6/36 =
17%) located in the red clump (green) have periods shorter
than 1000 d and none of the systems have a period below
300 d. Compared to the less evolved systems (pink), there
is indeed a deficit of short-period systems among red clump
stars.
Fig. 16. Normalized histogram (left scale, with bins of size 0.5
in log scale) and cumulative frequency distribution (right scale)
for orbital periods of barium and related systems. Systems with
L/L ≤ 25 are depicted in pink, and systems with 25 < L/L ≤
160) are depicted in green.
To apply the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, the max-
imum difference between the two cumulative frequency dis-
tributions was evaluated and amounts to D = 0.2, for an
effective sample size of N = 18 = m × n/(m + n), where
m = 35 and n = 36 are the sizes of the pre-RGB and
red clump samples, respectively. The resulting effective dif-
ference DN1/2 = 0.85 corresponds to a first-risk error of
47% to reject the null hypothesis incorrectly. Thus, the K-
S test does not give us sufficient evidence to reject the null
hypothesis and to conclude that the two distributions are
different. However, it is known that the K-S test tends to
be more sensitive near the centre of the distribution, while
our samples seem to differ in the tails. Moreover, since the
second-kind error has not been assessed because of the risk
of incorrectly accepting the null hypothesis, the above re-
sult does not constitute a definite proof that the samples
are extracted from the same parent population.
For this reason, we turned to another test ("four-box
test") relying on the hypergeometric probability distribu-
tion. We divided our two samples (pre-clump and clump)
into two subsamples with periods shorter and longer than
1000 days. Among the 35 pre-clump systems, 20 have short
periods and 15 have long periods. Among the 36 (≡ N1)
systems in the clump, 30 have short periods and 6 have
long periods. Hence, among the 71 (≡ N) binaries, 21
binaries have short periods, so the probability of finding a
short-period binary is p = 21/71 = 0.3. From this, we can
now calculate the expected number of short-period objects
among the clump sample as x˜ = p ×N1 = 10.8 instead of
6 that are observed. In order to check whether or not this
difference is significant, we compute the variance on x˜ as
follows from the hypergeometric probability distribution
("small-sample statistics"):
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σ2x˜ = N1× p× (1− p)× N−N1N−1 = 3.78, i.e. σx˜ = 1.9.
Hence, the expectation is x˜ = 10.8 ± 1.9 or 8.9 < x <
12.7 at 1 σ, meaning that the pre-clump and clump samples
are different with a 2.5σ significance.
We show in Table 3 that the 1000 d period corresponds
to the period threshold below which a v1M Ba dwarf fills
its Roche lobe when it reaches the RGB tip, and that the
less populated 400 – 1000 d period range can be associ-
ated with the period cut-offs for stars in the mass range
[1.0 – 2.5] M. The critical periods for Roche-lobe overflow
(RLOF) listed in Table 3 are derived as follows, assuming
that the giant star fills its Roche lobe (RL1) at the RGB
tip (with radius Rtip):
RL1 = a
0.49q2/3
0.6q2/3 + ln(1 + q1/3)
≡ a f = Rtip, (4)
where q =M1/M2, withM1 the mass of the giant star, and
M2 that of its WD companion. The critical semi-major axis
of a circular orbit is then expressed as a = RL1/f = Rtip/f
and the corresponding period cut-off is
P =
(Rtip/f)
3/2
(M1 +M2)1/2
, (5)
where P is expressed in years, Rtip in AU (and is iden-
tified with the Roche radius RL1 around star 1), and the
component masses M1,2 in M. The radius Rtip is given
by the STAREVOL models. A direct comparison between
this predictions and the observed values is not straight-
forward. The periods entering the above equation are pre-
mass-transfer values, while the observed periods are the
post-mass-transfer values. A detailed discussion of the re-
lationship between initial and final periods is beyond the
scope of this paper (see for example Han et al. 1995, Pols
et al. 2003 or Izzard et al. 2010). Nevertheless, this analysis
offers an order of magnitude estimate, although it should
be considered with caution.
The absence of short-period barium stars in the red
clump strongly suggests that RLOF on the RGB leads to
systems that disappear from the barium star family. They
could be the progenitors of short-period cataclysmic vari-
ables, or mergers. It is also tempting to associate these
RGB-coalesced systems with early R-type carbon stars,
which are another family of peculiar stars with a strong
concentration in the red clump (Knapp et al. 2001), and
none of these stars are members of a binary system (Mc-
Clure 1997). The major problem with the hypothesis of a
link between barium and R stars, however, is the lack of
s-process element overabundances in early R-type carbon
stars (Zamora et al. 2009) and of 12C in Ba stars.
The segregation in terms of orbital periods between pre-
red clump and red clump systems requires further discus-
sion, because all these barium systems host a WD whose
progenitor went through the thermally pulsing AGB (TP-
AGB) phase. We should in principle expect a cut-off in the
period distribution of the barium dwarf systems as well be-
cause AGB stars also reach very large radii.
In fact, three different critical periods must thus be con-
sidered: (i) PRGB,1, when the initially more massive com-
ponent (now a WD) reaches the RGB tip, i.e. when in
the above equations, M1 = M1@RGBtip and M2 = MBa;
(ii) PAGB,1, when the initially more massive component
Fig. 17. Critical periods below which one of the components
fills its Roche lobe at either the tip of the RGB (PRGB,1, see
text; dashed line at the bottom of the figure) or at the tip of
the AGB (PAGB,1, solid line at the top of the figure). The input
data RRGB,tip and RAGB,tip are taken from the STAREVOL
grid (red curves solar metallicity Z = 0.0134; black curves:
[Fe/H]= −0.5 or Z = 0.0043). Various superimposed lines in
a series correspond to various barium-star masses. The corre-
sponding MBa value may be identified from the starting point
of the curve, which then extends towards increasing masses; for
a given barium-star mass, the AGB component of massMAGB –
the former primary of the binary system – is necessarily larger.
The critical period PRGB,2 (see text) does not strongly depend
upon the mass of the WD companion. Therefore, its value can
simply be read off the PRGB,1 curve (bold dashed line) at the cor-
respondingMBa value, which determines the key value RRGB,tip.
Although PRGB,1 and PRGB,2 are not strictly equal, they are not
different enough to warrant a specific PRGB,2 curve that would
jeopardize the clarity of the figure (see also Table 3). This is a
corrected version of the original Fig. 17.
reaches the AGB tip, i.e. when M1 = M1@AGBtip = MWD
and M2 = MBa; and (iii) PRGB,2, when the initially less
massive component (the current barium star) reaches the
RGB tip, its companion being a WD, i.e. when M1 =MBa
and M2 = MWD. A supplementary condition is that the
barium-star mass (MBa) is lower than the initial mass of
its companion, the WD progenitor; we neglected the mass
transferred onto the barium star to make the computations
easier. Periods PRGB,1 and PAGB,1 are shown in Fig. 17,
whereas PRGB,2 are listed in Table 3 (assumingM2 =MWD
= 0.6 M). There is a weak dependence of PRGB,1 on the
initial mass ratio.
We clearly see that RLOF at the RGB tip occurs for
all systems with a low-mass (M . 2.2M) primary and
periods shorter than 110 d (and shorter than 1000 d for
1 M stars; see also Table 3). This period threshold is con-
sistent with the orbital-period segregation observed in the
barium stars. On the other hand, intermediate-mass stars
(2.2 . M/M . 8) do not expand as much as their lower
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Table 3. Red giant branch-tip radius and luminosity for stars
of different masses, according to the STAREVOL evolutionary
tracks for Z = 0.0134, and the corresponding critical period
PRGB,2 (see text). To be specific, the mass of the WD companion
was fixed at 0.60 M.
Mnow Minitial log(L/L) RRGBtip a P
(M) (M) (R) (R) (d)
1.0 1.2 3.42 184 438 835
1.5 1.6 3.43 162 352 524
2.0 2.1 3.39 136 283 340
2.5 2.6 3.64 190 380 484
3.0 3.0 3.21 92 177 141
mass counterparts and the critical period is too short to
affect the barium star population.
Another interesting conclusion may be drawn from the
other (apparent) puzzle emerging from the present analy-
sis; that is how the long-period thresholds (600 to 7500 d;
PAGB,1 in Fig. 17) imposed by the passage of the WD
progenitor through the AGB tip can be reconciled with
the much shorter periods currently observed among bar-
ium systems. This is the long-standing puzzle identified by,
for example Webbink (1988), Boffin & Jorissen (1988), and
Pols et al. (2003). Most barium systems should thus have
gone through RLOF at the AGB tip, but this RLOF cannot
have led to a catastrophic orbital shrinkage. In that case,
we seek to understand why the barium systems seemingly
disappeared after RLOF occurring on the RGB, but not
after RLOF occurring along the AGB of the former pri-
mary and current WD. The key difference between RLOF
close to AGB and RGB tip is the mass of the residual enve-
lope, which is generally much larger at the RGB tip. Hence,
RLOF close to AGB tip does not involve a massive enve-
lope, and we may expect a modest orbital shrinkage at that
stage. Alternatively, if RLOF starts when the mass ratio is
close to, or below, unity (a likely possibility with a stripped
AGB star), a common evolution can be avoided, since the
orbital separation expands soon after the beginning of mass
transfer. This moderate shrinkage could then account for
the fact that the observed periods for RGB systems shown
in Fig. 16 are shorter than the AGB threshold periods in-
dicated in Fig. 17. The possibility of intense mass loss and
angular momentum loss on the AGB should also be consid-
ered (e.g. Jahanara et al. 2005; Boffin 2015).
An interesting conclusion ensues by applying the previ-
ous arguments to the early stage of the binary system, when
the former primary ascended the RGB with the future bar-
ium star still on the main sequence. For such systems with
an orbital period shorter than PRGB,1, RLOF with dra-
matic orbital shrinkage must have occurred, thus probably
removing from the barium-star family those systems that
had an initial period shorter than 1000 d with a primary
mass of 1 M or shorter than 200 d with a primary mass of
2.2 M. Stars in the mass range 1 – 2.2 M would have led
to a WD with a mass below 0.58 M, according to the ini-
tial - final mass relationship inferred from the STAREVOL
tracks. Therefore, we may expect a deficit of low-mass WDs
among barium systems. This issue will be investigated in a
forthcoming paper.
6. Conclusions
We have constructed an HRD of a sample of barium and
related stars with unprecedented accuracy thanks to the
TGAS parallaxes. From the comparison of the location of
these stars on the HRD with STAREVOL evolutionary
models, we find that the reclassification of some of these
stars is needed. Several stars classified as Ba giants in the
past are in fact dwarfs or subgiants. Additionally, there is
no separation between subgiant CH stars and dwarf Ba in
the HRD, contrary to what is implied by their designations.
The mass distribution derived for barium giants shows
a deficit of low-mass stars (M <∼ 2.0 M; the exact thresh-
old depends on metallicity), as compared to normal K and
M field giants. This deficit is probably a consequence of a
premature shrinkage of the orbits with shorter periods, as
less massive stars reach large radii on the tip of the RGB.
Additionally, stars with a barium index below Ba1, intro-
duced by Lü (1991) in the second edition of his catalogue,
populate the high-mass tail of the distribution and proba-
bly are not genuine Ba stars but bright giants where the
Ba lines are strengthened by a positive luminosity effect.
Finally, and in contrast to previous claims, we do not see
any difference between the mass distributions of mild (Ba1
– Ba2) and strong (Ba3 – Ba5) barium stars, at least when
adopting the same average metallicity [Fe/H] = −0.25 for
both groups. It seems that there is no correlation between
Ba abundance and Ba stellar mass.
There is a deficit of barium systems with short periods
among those populating the red clump, as a result of the
period threshold set by the large radii reached at the tip of
the RGB. The systems missing from the red clump popu-
lation could have coalesced as a result of unstable RLOF
close to the tip of the RGB.
The accuracy of the TGAS parallaxes marks a signifi-
cant step forward for the derivation of barium star masses.
However, to obtain information on individual stars, the
derivation of metallicities from spectroscopic data for each
target is crucial. A consistent derivation of the metallici-
ties would also allow us to conclude if the apparent dif-
ference between the metallicity distributions of dwarf and
giant barium stars is real.
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Appendix A: Sample of barium and related stars
with accurate parallaxes
Table A.1 lists the barium and related stars with good-
precision Gaia and Hipparcos parallaxes (i.e. $/σ($) > 3).
The full list is available at CDS, Strasbourg.
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